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in the fictional universe of star trek the united federation of planets ufp is the interstellar government with which as part of its space force starfleet most of the characters and starships of

the franchise are affiliated five months after the defeat of the emerald chain and the securing of new dilithium supplies from theta zeta the federation had expanded to 59 member worlds

including trill planet by the end of 3190 both ni var and earth had rejoined the federation star trek federation was an undeveloped star trek spin off to be produced by bryan singer set in

the year 3000 the show was to chronicle a period of decline and rebirth for the united federation of planets spearheaded by a crew on a new uss enterprise the federation is a non profit

group inspired by the star trek vision of a brighter future it provides disaster relief supports local communities and has chapters around the world in 2161 the year after the earth romulan

war was decided the old war allies earth vulcan andoria and tellar founded the united federation of planets by signing a treaty in san francisco on earth the day of the official founding

was later celebrated as federation day learn how the federation a symbol of universal cooperation evolved from the original idea of a united earth space force by gene roddenberry and

gene l coon discover how star trek shows explored the challenges and benefits of the federation through different perspectives and eras a book that chronicles the history of the united

federation of planets from its origins to its expansion it features treaties reports letters illustrations and a sketch by zefram cochrane and a letter by jim kirk a brief history of the federation

from their origins as a coalition of planets to the temporal cold war of the 31st century based in the universe of star t a book by david a goodman that explores the history and formation

of the united federation of planets with illustrations and narration by george takei learn about first contact the organian peace treaty the romulan attack on starbase 1 and more learn the

difference between the united federation of planets a galactic government founded by humans and aliens and starfleet a branch of the federation devoted to exploration and defense

discover the history and evolution of these two organizations from star trek shows and movies with its origins in unification during times of crisis alongside the olive branch of peace of its

emblem and the rights based approach of its founding charter it is clear that the un has offered significant inspiration to star trek s federation and its vision of a more peaceful and equal

future learn about the history and ideals of the united federation of planets the interstellar government of star trek discover how the humans vulcans andorians and tellarites joined forces

to face external threats and internal challenges learn how earth vulcan andoria tellar prime and andoria came together to form the united federation of planets in the 22nd century

discover their cultural differences historical conflicts and common goals for peace and exploration in the star trek timeline the membership of the united federation of planets consisted of

worlds and species with shared principles of universal liberty rights and equality pro starstruck at its founding in 2161 the federation began with four members earth andoria vulcan and

tellar prime within this fictional universe starfleet is a uniformed space force maintained by the united federation of planets the federation as the principal means for conducting deep
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space exploration research defense peacekeeping and diplomacy although starfleet predates the federation having originally been an earth organization as shown by in star trek

enterprise the xindi council made up of five species that evolved on the same planet attacked a pre federation earth and in star trek deep space nine the dominion an uneasy alliance

chiefly made up of the founders the cardassians and the breen became the federation s greatest threat to date as you may recall the neutral zone was the tng season 1 finale and it was

notable for bringing the romulans classic foes from the original series into the newest era of star trek paul giamatti is joining the star trek universe at paramount the oscar nominated star

of the holdovers has booked a major role in the streamer s star trek starfleet academy the actor will feb 6 2024 11 27 am nicolas cage has revealed his sci fi loyalties they lie with star

trek s united federation of planets and not star wars galactic republic cage recently said i the federation provided a cure to the morphogenic virus afflicting the changelings all of the major

powers signed a treaty that did not persecute the dominion and odo travelled to the great link to share his positive experiences with solids
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united federation of planets wikipedia May 12 2024

in the fictional universe of star trek the united federation of planets ufp is the interstellar government with which as part of its space force starfleet most of the characters and starships of

the franchise are affiliated

united federation of planets memory alpha fandom Apr 11 2024

five months after the defeat of the emerald chain and the securing of new dilithium supplies from theta zeta the federation had expanded to 59 member worlds including trill planet by the

end of 3190 both ni var and earth had rejoined the federation

star trek federation memory alpha fandom Mar 10 2024

star trek federation was an undeveloped star trek spin off to be produced by bryan singer set in the year 3000 the show was to chronicle a period of decline and rebirth for the united

federation of planets spearheaded by a crew on a new uss enterprise

home federation hq Feb 09 2024

the federation is a non profit group inspired by the star trek vision of a brighter future it provides disaster relief supports local communities and has chapters around the world

federation history memory alpha fandom Jan 08 2024

in 2161 the year after the earth romulan war was decided the old war allies earth vulcan andoria and tellar founded the united federation of planets by signing a treaty in san francisco on

earth the day of the official founding was later celebrated as federation day
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how star trek s federation evolved from just a united earth cbr Dec 07 2023

learn how the federation a symbol of universal cooperation evolved from the original idea of a united earth space force by gene roddenberry and gene l coon discover how star trek

shows explored the challenges and benefits of the federation through different perspectives and eras

star trek federation the first 150 years Nov 06 2023

a book that chronicles the history of the united federation of planets from its origins to its expansion it features treaties reports letters illustrations and a sketch by zefram cochrane and a

letter by jim kirk

star trek united federation of planets complete history Oct 05 2023

a brief history of the federation from their origins as a coalition of planets to the temporal cold war of the 31st century based in the universe of star t

federation the first 150 years is out now star trek Sep 04 2023

a book by david a goodman that explores the history and formation of the united federation of planets with illustrations and narration by george takei learn about first contact the organian

peace treaty the romulan attack on starbase 1 and more

star trek the difference between the federation and starfleet Aug 03 2023

learn the difference between the united federation of planets a galactic government founded by humans and aliens and starfleet a branch of the federation devoted to exploration and

defense discover the history and evolution of these two organizations from star trek shows and movies
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how the united nations helped shape the federation star trek Jul 02 2023

with its origins in unification during times of crisis alongside the olive branch of peace of its emblem and the rights based approach of its founding charter it is clear that the un has

offered significant inspiration to star trek s federation and its vision of a more peaceful and equal future

star trek how the federation was formed cbr Jun 01 2023

learn about the history and ideals of the united federation of planets the interstellar government of star trek discover how the humans vulcans andorians and tellarites joined forces to face

external threats and internal challenges

star trek the founding planets of the federation explained Apr 30 2023

learn how earth vulcan andoria tellar prime and andoria came together to form the united federation of planets in the 22nd century discover their cultural differences historical conflicts

and common goals for peace and exploration in the star trek timeline

federation members memory alpha fandom Mar 30 2023

the membership of the united federation of planets consisted of worlds and species with shared principles of universal liberty rights and equality pro starstruck at its founding in 2161 the

federation began with four members earth andoria vulcan and tellar prime

starfleet wikipedia Feb 26 2023

within this fictional universe starfleet is a uniformed space force maintained by the united federation of planets the federation as the principal means for conducting deep space
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exploration research defense peacekeeping and diplomacy although starfleet predates the federation having originally been an earth organization as shown by

the beginner s guide to star trek s interstellar politics Jan 28 2023

in star trek enterprise the xindi council made up of five species that evolved on the same planet attacked a pre federation earth and in star trek deep space nine the dominion an uneasy

alliance chiefly made up of the founders the cardassians and the breen became the federation s greatest threat to date

star trek s most mysterious foes nearly fought picard s great Dec 27 2022

as you may recall the neutral zone was the tng season 1 finale and it was notable for bringing the romulans classic foes from the original series into the newest era of star trek

paul giamatti joins star trek starfleet academy Nov 25 2022

paul giamatti is joining the star trek universe at paramount the oscar nominated star of the holdovers has booked a major role in the streamer s star trek starfleet academy the actor will

star trek characters we d love to see nicolas cage play Oct 25 2022

feb 6 2024 11 27 am nicolas cage has revealed his sci fi loyalties they lie with star trek s united federation of planets and not star wars galactic republic cage recently said i

galactic politics the federation and the dominion star trek Sep 23 2022

the federation provided a cure to the morphogenic virus afflicting the changelings all of the major powers signed a treaty that did not persecute the dominion and odo travelled to the

great link to share his positive experiences with solids
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